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This paper seeks to provide an answer to the
question ofhow interest rates affect the level ofreal
consumption. The framework used to solve this
problem is one in which consumers make consump-
tion plans using information about the entire term
structure of interest rates. In theory, real consump-
tion decisions are determined by relative prices and
real interest rates, the latter defined as the nominal
rate less the anticipated rate ofinflation. Both deter-
minants will be tested in the following analysis, the
former, by testing whether the level ofprices influ-
ences consumption, and the latter, by attempting to
separate the effects on consumption of the term
structure of nominal interest rates from the effects
on consumption of the term structure of inflation.
The same empirical analysis is undertaken for four
countries: United States, United Kingdom, Canada
and West German Federal Republic.
The plan ofthis paper is, first, to discuss the life
cycle-permanentincome model ofconsumption and
the role of interest rates, irl particular the spectrum
of interest rates over all maturities, in influencing
real consumption behavior. Second, several related
theoretical issues are discussed, such as the concept
of "money illusion" and the alternative ways a
change in interestrates may influence consumption.
Third, the form ofthe consumption equation to be
empirically estimated is considered, followed by an
analysis of related data measurement problems.
Fourth, we discuss the estimated consumption
equations for the U.S., U.K., CanadaandGermany
and, fifth, we conclude with the implications ofthe
empirical findings, given the recent behavior of
interest rates and inflation in the U.S. (Chart I).
I. The lifeCycle-Permanent Income Model
The life cycle-permanent income model ofcon-
sumption characterizes the consumption behavior
ofindividuals as maximizing the utility or satisfac-
tion derived from consumption over their entire
lifetimes. The "constraint" on this implicit maxi-
mization we all perform in planning current con-
sumption is not simply current income but current
and all expected future income. So-called "life-
cycle" models emphasize that aggregate wealth,
defined as current wealth plus discounted expected
income from labor and non-labor sources, is the
variable which determines the "scale" of current
consumption. Since an estimateofaggregate wealth
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involves an estimate of discounted future income,
the models implicitly require some consideration of
current and future interest rates. Thus, the term
structure of interest rates is important for its influ-
ence on both the determination ofthe consumption
allocation decision and the calculation of the
wealth/income constraint.
As total wealth may be considered the "stock"
constraint on the total lifetime consumption deci-
sion, the "flow constraint," that is, period-by-
period, may be considered to be "permanent in-
come." The concept of permanent income rests on
the argument that consumers "smooth" the esti-
mates of their income and base their consumption
decisions on the non-transitory components of in-
come. The basic idea to keep in mind, nonetheless,
is the stock/flow distinction between wealth and
permanent income. Both are constructed concepts
to determine the lifetime and period-by-period con-
straints on the consumption decision.In short, the consumer is pictured as maximizing
his utility of consumption over his lifetime. The
constraint on this exercise is his total wealth. Per-
manent income is then some fraction oftotal wealth
which the consumer uses as the constraint on peri-
od-by-period consumption. Empirically one can
use, with equal justification, either total wealth or
permanent income in the consumption equation.
For practical reasons one often finds in estimated
consumptionequations someestimateofpermanent
income, for example, some weighted average of
recent income levels, rather than wealth because of
the difficulty in estimating the latter with readily
available data. In theory, at least, either permanent
income or wealth can be used in consumption func-
tions since they are part and parcel of the same
theoretical paradigm.
II. A Simple Model ofConsumerChoice
Individuals make consumption decisions about
what individual goods to purchase in a temporal
framework, now and in the future. Consumption
decisions at anyonepoint in time are determined by
the prevailing relative prices. The intertemporal
decision to consumer a good today or at some time
in the future must necessarily involve interest rates,
as well as the current and expected future prices of
goods. The reason is simple enough: interest rates
are th~ unit ofexchange, the''prices," determining
the rate at which a dollar ofconsumption today can
be transformed into adollarofconsumption in some
future period.
One problemofformulatingand empirically test-
ing a model ofconsumption decisions over time is
that there is no unique interest rate upon which
consumption decisions depend. Rather, there is a
spectrum ofinterest rates depending on the maturi-
ties of financial assets. I (We abstract here from
default risk and its effect on interest rates and as-
sume default-free securities.) The interest rate for
each maturity corresponds to the price at which
today's consumptioncanbe''traded" for consump-
tion at some specific date in the future. Decisions to
consume today or to postpone consumption thus
depend on the entire structure of interest rates over
the horizon ofpotential future consumption.
To achieve an optimal allocation ofconsumption
expenditures in each time period, a consumer must
considerrelative prices by equating the desired rate
of substitution between consumption today and
consumption in each future periodto the ratio ofthe
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19discounted prices for each period. Consider the
simplest two-period case. Here the consumer
achieves an optimal allocation of his expenditures
between the two periods byallocating his consump-
tion according to the rule:
PI 1+h = 1+ IZJ (I)
MRSu P2/(1+lr2) 1+,7T2 -
where MRS 1.2 is the marginal rate of substitution
between consumption in period I and consumption
in period 2; Pi the price level in period i, Ir2 the
short-term nominal interest rate between periods I
and 2, and 17T2 the rate ofchange in prices between
periods I and 2. The marginal rate of substitution,
MRS 1.2' is the ratio of the incremental satisfaction
derived from consuming an additional unit ofcon-
sumption in period 2 to that derived from consum-
ing the good in period I.
Equation (I) reveals that the consumption alloca-
tion decision between periods I and 2 depends on
the "real interest rate," IZ2. Hence both nominal
interest rates and the rate of inflation must be con-
sidered in the consumption decision. As equation
(1) reveals, I plus the nominal interest rate divided
by 1plus the rate ofchange in prices is defined as I
plus the real interest rate.
Equation (1) may be described graphically, as
seen in Chart 2. Alternative combinations of con-
sumption between any two periods leading to the
same level of consumer utility describe the''indif-
ference curve," U
O
, along which the consumer is
equally satisfied. Where optimalconsumptiontakes








prices. In the simpletwo-periodcasethis is given by
equation (I). The marginal rate ofsubstitution is the
slope of the indifference curve at a given point.
When the rate ofconsumption substitution is made
equal to the ratio ofdiscounted prices the consumer
achieves the highest level ofsatisfaction for a given
level ofexpenditure. In the case where the decision
is between consumption today, period I, and con-
sumption in some future period beyond period 2,
say, perioqk, the relevant relative price is given by
the product of one-period interest rates, as seen in
the expression given in Chart 2. This describes the
role ofthe entire sequence offuture interest rates in
determining today's consumption decision vis-a-vis
consumption in all future periods.
Since consumption deci~ions involve more than
the choice of consumption today versus consump-
tion in the immediately adjacent period, equation
(1) must be generalized to display the decision rule
which permits an optimal allocationofconsumption
between the current period (say, period t) and any
and all future periods over the consumers' con-
sumption horizon. This equilibrium relationship
can be expressed as simply
MRS
U +N
= P'+N/[(l+l,+) (I +'+lr'+2)··· (I +'+N+lr'+N)]
_ [(l+lrt') (l+'tlr,+?)···(1+'+N_lr'+N)]
- (1 +,7TN )
==(I+,Z'+N) (2)
Equation (2) states that the optimal allocation of
consumption between period t and period t+ N is
given by the ratio ofthe discounted prices between
the two period, where, for example, '+lr'+2 is sim-
ply the one-period interest rate between period t+ I
and t+ 2. Rewritten we see this to be equal to the
"real interest rate" prevailing over the period t
to t+N.
Equation (2) provides a link between optimal
consumption allocation and the term structure of
interest rates. Consumersdo not know with certain-
ty what short-term interest rate will prevail at some
future time. However, because individuals arbi-
trage between yields available on short-term and
long-term financial assets, there must necessarily
be an equilibrium relationship between currently
known long-term yields and current and expected
short-term interest rates. If there are no market(4)
impediments to traders offinancial assets ofdiffer-
ent maturities, and investors have similar risk pref-
erences, the long-term interest rate will be approx-
imately equal to the geometric average ofthe yield
on current and expected future one-period securi-
ties, given by equation (3).
(l +,rN) =
[(I +trt+l) (11+lrt+2)"· -(I +t+k_lrt+N)]ilN (3)
A bar over a variable in equation (3) denotes a
currently known value. Equation (3) is often refer-
red to as the Hicksian "expectational model" ofthe
term structure ofinterest rates because it defines an
equilibium relationship between a known long-term
interest rate and current and expected future short-
term (one-period) interest rates. The r's in equation
(3) without bars over them are implied "forward"
(orexpected)one-period interest rates. Equation (3)
can be used to obtain any forward one-period rate by
simply taking the ratio on known adjacent long-
term bonds, as follows:
1+ r. = (l +,r,+j+l)j+1
'+1 '+1+1 (l-L " . , ,r'+jY
Equations (2), (3), and (4) show the natural inter-
relationship between intertemporal consumption
theory and term structure theory. A change in any
long-term rate, or any expected future short-term
rate, with given current and expected future prices,
will change the right-hand side of equation (2).
Hence the left-hand side must change, implying the
consumer must marginally adjust his consumption
between current consumption and consumption in
the future in orderto maintain anoptimal allocation.
It has long been recognized that in theory, inter-
temporal consumption-saving decisions involve the
entire maturity structure of interest rates. Empiric-
ally, however, investigators have, for the most part,
swept the issue under the rug, often opting for the
use ofa particularinterest rate for a given maturity,
or attempting to model interest rate expectations by
some ad hoc weighting of selected interest rates.
These are but two ofthe reasons that the empirical
Iiterature on interest rate effects on consumption
finds little agreement on the direction ofthe effect,
let alone any agreement on the magnitude of such
effects.
As seen in equation (2) above, real (price-
deflated) consumption decisions are dependent on
real interest rate. Thus, in principle, it is the term
structure of real, and not nominal, interest rates
whose influence on consumption we wish to deter-
mine. To uncover such a structure, however, pre-
sents several theoretical and empirical difficulties,
since it requires the approximation of not only an
anticipated rate of inflation over a given time peri-
od, but the approximation of the term structure of
inflation for all maturities on the available financial
assets. In principle, such an undertaking is required
if we are to identify the effect on real consumption
ofchanges in the term structure ofreal interestrates.
As willbe seen shortly, the procedure we chose will
allow us to measure indirectly the effect ofchanges
in the term structure of real interest rates on real
(price deflated) consumption.
III. OtherTheoretical Issues Regarding Consumption
It has been traditional in empirical studies to
assume that the demand for real consumption is
unaffected by the level of all prices. This proposi-
tion, called the "absence of money illusion," is
held to apply in both the short-run and the long-run.
In theory, this proposition is quite logical: a scaling
of all nominal quantities, prices, income and
wealth, should leave real demands unchanged. In
recent years, however, changes in price levels have
been argued to have short-run impacts on percep-
tions of changes in relative prices, and thereby to
give rise to a real demand orsupply response. Little
empirical work has been attempted to isolate these
so-called money illusion effects on consumption.
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Our empirical estimation, however, will attempt to
capture both the effects of the term structure of
interest rates and the effects of the price level, or
money illusion, on aggregate real consumption.
Above, we noted that inflation played a role in
the consumption decision by determining the real
interest rate. (See equation 2.) But aside from this
role, is there any independentrole inflation can play
in determining real consumption? Such a role is
possible in that, because they lack information on
all prices, consumers may interpretarise in apartic-
ular good's price with a change in its relative price.
This confusion may lead to systematic changes in
their consumption patterns. Thus, inflation has re-cently been given an additional separate role in
consumption studies, that ofconfusing consumers'
perceptions ofrelative prices.
Inflation can also have an independent role in
consumption via three other avenues: real taxes,
wealth and uncertainty. First, income taxes are not
indexed in many countries, so inflation often results
in a rise in rea! tax rates. This rise reduces the rea!
returns on financial assets and may possibly induce
increased expenditures on goods where the tax is
either absent or sheltered, such as real estate. The
deductibility ofinterest payments from taxable in-
come is hence a greater haven from taxes when the
real tax rate is raised by inflation. Second, while
inflation reduces the real value offinancial assets, it
also decreases the real value offinancial liabilities.
It is thus possible for changes in consumption to
result from changes in the real netwealth positionof
households. Such effects would not likely be cap-
tured with available income or wealth data series.
Third, uncertain knowledge of future inflation
makes future real income uncertain, and, it has been
argued, reduces current consumption in some
cases. That is" with an equal probability that future
real income will be greater or less by the same
amount, risk-averse individuals will choose to re-
duce current consumption. 3
Is it possible, a priori, to establish what the sign
ofthe effect ofa rise in rea! interest rates will be on
consumption? The answer in general is no. 4 The
reason is well known and common to all empirical
demand equations. A rise in an interest rate has two
opposing effects on consumption: apositive income
effect and a negative substitution effect. With a
higher interest rate, individuals can increase current
consumption without decreasing future consump-
tion because a higher interest rate will generate
greater future cash flow; this is the positive income
effect. In contrast, a rise in the interest rate also
induces a negative substitution effect on current
consumption. The higher interest rate means that
"forward prices," or, equivalently, discounted ex-
pectedfuture prices, have fallen, creatingthe incen-
tive to postpone current consumption in favor of
purchasing goods in the future at lower effective
prices. It is an empirical matter whether this latter
negative substitution effect will dominate the posi-
tive income effect.
The ambiguity of the effect of interest rates on
consumption is readily apparent in the empirical
literature on consumption as well. To mention two
recent studies. Michael Boskin and Warren Weber
have estimated aggregate consumption functions
with interest rates as explanatory variables and have
obtained opposite results, Boskin finding that a rise
in interest rates decreases consumption, and Weber
finding that consumption is increased with a rise in
interest rates. 5
Weber's results are interesting because they hint
at the importance of future interest rates. Weber
finds that a rise in the weighted average ofcurrent
and past nominal interest rates increases consumer
expenditures on nondurables and services. He ar-
gues that the increase in the weighted average of
current and past nominal interest rates suggests that
nominal interest rates will be lower in the future.
Hence the expected decline in interest rates would
tend to increase the present value offuture income.
This rise in the present value of future income,
Weberargues, causes consumers to increase current
consumption. Weber's study suggests that under-
standing how changes in current interest rates may
affect current consumption requires that one posit a
relationship between currently observed interest
rates and expectedfuture interest rates. Such a rela-
tionship can resemble the expectational theory of
the tenn structure, as was seen above. We now tum
to the specification of our estimable consumption
function.
IV. Consumption Function Specification
The arguments above have concentrated on why
the tenn structure of real interest rates should iN-
fluence consumption decisions. This section will
briefly outline the functional specification of the
consumption equation.
The basic life-cycle consumption argument is
that consumption depends on total wealth. This
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relationship may be specified as simply:
(5)
where c is real consumption, W real wealth, and k a
parameter. Equation (5) represents current con-
sumption as dependent on the stock ofcurrent real
wealth. Assume that the consumer's planning hori-zon is infinite so that his stock ofreal wealth gener-
ates a flow ofincomeeach periodproportionalto his
stock ofwealth. This permanent income flow from
wealth can be written as
yf iW( (6)
where yP is permanent income and i a real interest
rate. Solving for W in (6) and substituting into (5)
yields
c
t = k yP
t == K(i) y\ (7)
The proportionality factor K is now written as a
function ofthe real interestrate. Ifwedefinethe real
interest rate i as the nominal interest rate, r, less the
rate of inflation, and argue, as above, that real
consumption depends on the tenn structure of real
interest rates, the function K( ) would have to in-
clude more than one real interestrate. In addition, if
individuals' real consumption decisions are altered
by movements in the price level and the rate of
inflation, these variables should also be incorpo-
rated in the K function. Theseconsiderations lead to
the general specification of our real consumption
equation.
C{ == K(r 1t,f2t" .. ,rmt,1Tit,1T2t"" ,7Trnt'
(8)
Equation (8) captures the effects of the term
structure of real interest rates but includes both
nominal interest rates and inflation variables. The
first subscript on the interest rate and inflation vari-
ables represents the maturity ofthe financial assets.
Thus, r!TIt is the nominal interest rate at time t on an
asset with m years to maturity and 1T!TIt the observed
inflation rate over the past m years. Equation (8)
also includes the effects of changes in the price
levels on disaggregate price indices. The reason for
the inclusion of the disaggregate price indices is
primarily statistical. Statistically, we can capture
the presence orabsence ofmoney illusion with one
aggregate price level variable only if all subaggre-
gate indices move proportionately. Since this re-
quirement is unlikely to be satisfied by the observed
components of the aggregate index, we disaggre-
gate the price level variable.
Recall thatbydefinition the nominal interestrate,
r, includes both a real interest rate and an anticipated
inflation component. Equation (8) includes as inde-
pendent variables both the level ofnominal interest
rates and the rate ofinflation. This implies that in a
regression equation the effectofthereal interestrate
on consumption is capturedby the coefficienton the
nominal interest rate while the independenteffectof
inflation on real consumption is capturedby the sum
ofthe coefficients on the nominal rate and the infla-
tion variables. Since the nominal interest rate in-
cludes an anticipated inflation component its effect
must be added to the separately measured observed
inflation variable.
Three measurement problems remain before sub-
jecting equation (8) to statistical estimation. The
first is to devise some approximation for the time
series data on permanent income. The other two
measurement problems are related. Statistically, it
is difficult to obtain reliable estimates ofthe effects
of interest rates and inflation on consumption if
more than a couple ofthese variables, for different
maturities, are included in the equation. Hence, we
devised proxy variables for the term structure of
nominal interest rates and inflation.
V. Measurement Problems
In theory, what we wish to explain is consump-
tion, not expenditures on consumer goods. The
latterwould include expenditureson durable goods,
only a part of which can economically be consid-
ered currentconsumption. We therefore define con-
sumption as expenditure on consumer nondurable
goods and services plus a portion (the current ser-
vice flow or depreciation) ofthe stock ofconsumer
durables. This definition of current consumption
was implemented where data provided a means of
approximating the service flow of consumer dur-
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able goods, namely, in the U.S. and the U.K. (see
Appendix). For Canada, our consumption variable
is simply expenditure on consumer nondurable
goods and services. In the case ofGermany, disag-
gregated consumption data were not available and
hence what we will seek to explain will be total
consumerexpenditures.
As described above, the hypothesis that consump-
tion is dependent on permanent, and not currently
observed income, derives basically from the argu-
ment that consumption is, in principle, dependenton wealth, where wealth is defined as discounted
future income from both labor and non-labor
sources. Wealth is thus a stock and permanent in-
come, the flow; permanent income being some pro-
portion of total wealth. Real consumption is thus
dependenrohtheflowofcurrentpermanentincome}
Permanent income is assumed to adjust by some
amount each>period· in proportion to the flo\v of
current income. Hence, the estimate of permanent
income is updated by the flow ofobserved income.
To estimate permanent income according to this
assumption, we use> the following well-known ap-
proximation.
7
y; = Ay, (I-A) (l+o)Y~i (9)
In equation (9), y represents observed real percapi-
ta personal disposable income, yP permanent in-
come, 0 the estimated growth rate (trend) ofreal per
capita income and Athe permanent income adjust-
ment coefficient, revealing what proportion ofcur-
rent observed personal disposable income is used to
update the estimate ofpermanent income. The no-
tion behind equation (9) is that future income is
uncertain and variable, so the consumer obtains a
"smoothed" estimate of his permanent income by
updating it by some portion of recently observed
income.
Equation (9) is nonlinear in the adjustment
parameter A. Hence alternative consumption func-
tions are estimated for different meaSures ofperma-
nent income, iterating on values of A. between 0 and
I. That value of A. is selected with minimizes the
standard error of the estimated consumption equa-
tion. 0 is obtained by first regressing the log of
income on a quadratic in time.
Economic theory provides little guidance as to
which interest rates are appropriate to. include. in
consumer demand equations. Intertemporal con-
sumer choice implies that the entire term structure
ofinterest rates is relevant, yet, since many interest
rates, particularly those along the short-end of the
maturity structure, move together, usingmOre than
a couple ofinterestrates in demand equations often
leads to statistical problems of multicollinearity.
Multicollinearity, in tum, results in the inability to
distinguish statistically among the effects ofdiffer-
ent interest rates on aggregate demand.
Instead of including several interest rates in an
aggregate demand equation, we adopt aparameteri-
zation suggested by Heller and Khan and used with
some success in their study ofmoney demand. 8The
procedure, for each time period, is to regress the
vector ofshort-to-long-term interest rates, the term
structure, against a quadratic in the maturities ofthe
Chart3
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corresponding financial assets. The estimated coef-
ficients are then saved and used as explanatory
variables in the estimation ofthe consumptionfunc-
tion. Formally, assuming that there are financial
assets of N different maturities and T observations
on the market yields, we estimated the following
regression for each sample period:
(10)
1, •... , t= "',T
where rmt is the market interest rate ·at timeton the
asset with a maturity ofmyears. We thusapproxi-
mate the maturity structure ofrates withaquadratic
in the maturities (vt is the stochastic error for the
term structurevector, (r"... ,rN)p for which coeffi-
cients are to be estimated). The estimation of (10)
will yield three term structure coefficients for each
time period, t= I,...,T. These coefficients are
saved and used as explanatory variables in ourcon-
sumption function. 9
Since real interest rates determine real consump-
tion decisions, we require either an estimate ofthe
term structure ofreal rates oradirect estimate ofthe
term structure ofinflation. Given the effects ofthe
latter on consumption, the former can be derived.
We, therefore, follow a procedure similar to the
above for estimating inflation. In this case, we
estimate coefficients ofthe term structure ofinfla-
tion overthe immediatepast and assumethat this is
the best directly available. estimate ofthe future
term structure ofinflation. This assumption is rep-
resented graphically in Chart 3. The following
equation is estimated for each sample period.
(rrrrmt = Bat + B!tm + B2tm2+ ut
m = I, ... ,N; t = I, ... , T
where 1Tmt is the annual rate ofinflation which has
occurred over the immedediate past m years, and
where the maturities ofthe measured past inflation
rates correspond to the maturities of the financial
assets. The coefficientsBo, HI and B2thuscapture
the prevailing(past) tennstructureofinflation.
Equations(1Q)and (II) may be viewed as an
exponential approximation to the term structure of
interest rates·and inflation respectively. Thecoeffi-
cient Ao is the.shift or intercept parameter for the
interest rate term structure, A1+2A2mthe slope of
the term structure at maturity m and 2A2its curva-
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ture. The interceptterm does not by itselfdetermine
the average level ofinterest rates because a change
in the othertwo terms can change the average level
even with the intercept term held constant. (The
same applies to the B coefficients for the term
structure ofinflation.) Note that the slope ofthe
termstructure is afunction ofits maturity. The signs
and will determine whether the term struc-
ture is positively ornegatively sloped.
'rheestimatedcoefficients•AO'.r\I,ir\2 andB.o'
BI , B2will all be enteredasexplanatpryvariablesto
explain.the. behaviorofreal·consumption.lfreal
interest rates were important in determiningcon-
sUlIlption, the A coefficients wouldhave to.be of
opposite signs from the B coefficients.Thereason
is.as follows: Assume that arisein real interestrates
decreases current consumption. This implies that
with inflation held constant (the B coefficients), a
rise in the nominal structure ofinterest rates (the A
coefficients) would cause real consumptiontofall.
Thus the estimated consumption function coeffi-
cients on the A variables should be negative. That
is, a rise in the nominal term structure ofinterest
rates, holding the term structure of inflation con-
stant, increases the term structure of real interest
rates, reducing consumption.
Alternatively, assume that the term structure of
nominal interest rates remains fixed and the term
structure ofinflation rises. Real rates thusfall and,
by assllmption, should increase real consumption.
This implies that the consumption functioncoeffi-
cients on the Bvariables should be positive. More-
over,the effect of the inflation rate on real con-
sumption is .given by the sum of the respective
coefficients on the Ai and Bivariables. Since nomi-
nal .interest rates inclllde the anticipated rate of
inflation,this effect, captured in the coefficient on
theA variables, must be added to the impact of
inflation captured by the coefficients of the B
variables.
Because the forward-looking.term structure.of
inflation is being proxied in the estimationofequa-
tion (ll) by the. observed past term structure of
inflation, •the• ass~mptionis that a reasonableesti-
mate of future inflation, for allmaturities,<isthe
observed inflation rate. The term.structure ofpast
inflation.is thus assllmedtobesymmetrical to the
tennstructureoffutureinflation expectations. (See
Chart3.)Given this empiricalassumption, the esti-mation ofequation (II) required to obtain the three
B coefficients, for each period over which the con-
sumption function is to be estimated, limits the
sample period for consumption function estimation.
The reason is obvious enough: to estimate a con-
sumption function which uses, for example, a ten-
year interest rate term structure, requires that the
term structure of inflation estimation use ten years
ofpast inflation observations. Thus the availability
ofprice data constrains the period for the estimation
ofthe consumption function.
The above consid~rations lead us to the specifica-
26tion of our consumption function with tenn struc-
ture effects, specified in logarithmic fonn:
tYJ ct = 4> + AtYJY; + YJ/YJP lt + ... +YJNt'l')PN t
+ lYoAOt + lYlA it + O!zAZt + .BoBat
+ .B IBit + .BzBZt + e t (12)
Recall in equation (12) that AOt' Alt' and AZt are the
parameters derived from the regressionofthe log of
the vector of interest rates on a quadratic in the
maturity structure. Similarly, Bot' B It and BZt are
the parameters derived from the regression of the
log of inflation on a quadratic in the maturity of
inflation. The A's and B's in equation (12) are
treated as explanatory variables representing the
tenn structure of nominal interest rates and infla-
tion, respectively.
To summarize, we argue thatifreal interest rates,
more specifically the tenn structure ofreal interest
rates, affect real consumption, then the coefficients
ontheinterestrate and inflation proxy variables in
(12) oughtto beofopposite sign. Ifa rise in the term
structure of nominal interest rates, represented by
the Ais (representing a rise inreal interestrates with
inflation held constant) decreases current consump-
tion, a rise in the tenn structure ofinflation, which
implies a decline in real interest rates, should in-
creasecurrentconsumption. We now tumtoestima-
tion ofequation (12) for the U.S., Canada, the U.K.
and Germany.
VI. The Empirical Consumption Function
Empirical estimates of equation (12) appear in
Table I. Note that the price level explanatory vari-
ables are the disaggregate components ofconsumer
price indices. For the U.S. and the U.K., these
components are the price indices for durables, non-
durables and services; forCanada, these three plus a
series for semi-durables; and for W. Gennany, the
addition ofrent, food, consumerindustrial products
and services price components.
The next thing to note in the empirical estimates
is that the coefficients ofthe tenn structure ofnomi-
nal interest rates and of inflation are of opposite
sign, as suggested above, for three ofthe fourcoun-
tries considered, the exception being the U.K. A
Without Term Structure Effects
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27rise in the term structure of nominal interest rates,
holding the term structure of inflation constant, is
seen to decrease real consumption for the U.S.,
Canadaandthe U.K. Thet-statistics reportedbelow
the coefficients in Table I suggest that the shape
of the term structure, and not simply the general
level of interest rates, helps determine current real
consumption.
As suggested earlier, the coefficients on the Ao'
AI and A2 variables can be interpreted as represent-
ing the impact ofthe term structure of real interest
rates on consumption. All three coefficients on
these variables are negative for the consumption
equations estimated for the U.S., Canada and the
U. K. These results suggest that a rise in the term
structure of real interest rates will decrease real
consumption. The estimated coefficients are signif-
icant at the 5-percent significance level for a two-
tail test except for the Ao coefficients for Canada
and the U.K. This last result suggests that it may be
the shape of the term structure, as well as of the
general level ofinterestrates, which is affectingreal
consumption. In the case of Germany the coeffi~
cients on the interest rate variables are all positive,
but none are significant. We conclude from this that
neither the level nor the shape ofthe term structure
has any impact on real consumption in Germany.
The estimated equations capture expected infla-
tion in two ways. First, the Bo' BI and B2 variables
act as proxies for inflation. Second, since the nomi-
nal interest rate is assumed to contain an expected
inflation premium, the expected inflation rate is
also captured in the coefficients ofthe A variables.
Hence, summing the respective coefficients on the
A and B variables yields the total impact of ex-
pected inflation on real consumption. Carrying out
this exercise, we find that a rise in expected infla-
tion increases real consumption in the U.S. and
Canada and reduces real consumption in the U.K.
and W. Germany. The coefficients on the directly
estimated expected inflation proxy variables for the
W. German equation are all negative and very sig-
nificant at conventional significance levels.
The assumption that real consumption can be
represented with a permanent income hypothesis is
supported by the estimated equations. The perma-
nent income variable coefficients are all significant.
The elasticities ofreal consumption with respect to
permanent income are very similar for Canada and
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the U.S.
Except for the German case, the appearance of
widespread "money illusion," displayed by signif-
icant coefficients in the price level variables, is not
confirmed by the equations for the U.S., Canada
and the U.K. While nne or more individual price
level coefficients are found to be significant, we do
not establish the degree of money illusion in con-
sumption which other investigators have uncov-
ered.
1O Only in the case of Germany is significant
money illusion evident, and here it may be due to a
data. measurement problem, since the dependent
variable includes expenditures on durable goods
which cannot accurately be called consumption.
The general impression one obtains from viewing
the results in Table I is that, within the context ofa
permanent income consumption model, the term
structure of real interest rates plays a significant
role. This result has not previously been noted in
otherempirical consumption functions studies but it
is implicit in much of the theoretical literature on
intertemporal consumption. Furthermore, in three
of the four countries considered, a rise in the term
structure ofnominal interest rates, holding constant
the term structure of inflation, was found to de-
crease real consumption. In the U.S. and Canada,
inflation appears to increase real consumption, but
it appears to decrease real consumption in the U.K.
and W. Germany.
As we have stated above, it is not possible to
determine a priori whetherarise in real interestrates
will increase or decrease current consumption. The
sign of the effect depends on whether the negative
substitutioneffect is greaterorless than the positive
income effect. Ourempirical results appear to indi-
cate that for the U.S., Canada and the U.K. the
substitution effect dominates the income effect-
Real interest rates have a negative impact on real
consumption.
The quantitative impact of the term structure of
interest rates and inflation can be summarized for
the U.S. by viewing Chart 4. Here, the estimated
equation in Table I is fitted over the estimation
period with and without the effects of the interest
rate and inflation term structure variables, along
with the actual values of real per capita consump-
tion. As can readily be seen, real per capita con-
sumption is considerably overstated when the term
structure effects are dropped from the equation. I!VII. Conclusion
The aim of this paper \Vas to determine whether
real consumptionwas influenced bythe term struc-
ture ofinterest rates in a model whichcaptured the
influence. ofpeflllanentincome and the impact of
price levelmovements. The answerwasfotindgen-
erally to be in the affirmative for the four countries
considered. A rising term structure ofreal interest
rates was found to decreasecllrr~ntconsumptionin
the case of the U.S., U.K., and Canada, and to
increase current consumption in the case of Ger-
many. By holding constant the effect of inflation
overvarying maturities, it was found thatthe impact
of the term structure comes from the impact of
changes in real interest rates. Holding constant the
termstructllreofreal interest rates, arise in inflation
appears to increase real consumption in the U.S.
and Canada and to reduce consumption in the U.K.
and Germany. Although not reported here, it was
also found that the coefficients on the term structure
variables were often more robust than the coeffi-
cients on permanent income or price levels, that is,
the term structure coefficients changed much less
when alternative functional specifications or sam-
ple periodswere chosenfor ~stimation.
Consider now the policy significance ofthe em-
pirical results. From June to August 1982, interest
rates in the U.S. declined dramatically. The three-
month Treasury bill rate fell froman average .12.47
percent in June to 7.92 percent in September. From
the results .of this analysis, this rapid declille in
interest rates in the U.S. can be expected to contrib-
ute to growth in real consumption spending in the
U. S. Since we found that inflation generally had a
positive impacton real consumption in the U.S., we
can expect the declining inflation rate .to weaken
real consumption. Quantitatively, however, the
major decline in real interest rates, particularly at
the short-end ofthe maturity spectrum, should pro-
vide a major boost to consumption and to the gen-
eral economic recovery.
Data Appendix
This appendix briefly describes the source ofthe
data and the construction of variables used in the
test. The constructed variables include the real per
capita permanent personal disposable income for
the U.S., U.K., Canada and Germany, the Ao' AI
and A2and Bo' B Iand B1 variables usedto approxi-
mate the term structure of interest rates and infla-
tion, respectively, for each country, the generation
ofthe service flow from durable goods forthe U.S.,
and the quarterly interpolation from annual data on
capital consumption at current replacement cost for
the U.K. personal sector. Population series for the
U.K. and Gef!l1anyareobtained by interpolating
annual to quarterly observations.
I. Data Sources
(A) Germany
Disposable income, private consumption and the
cost of living index for all households are taken
from Statistical Supplement, Series 4, to the
Monthly Reports of the Deutsche Bundes-
bank. Annual population,series •were obtained
from the annualO.E.C.D. country reports for Ger-
many. Disaggregate prices for Germany were ob-
tained from the Data Resources, Inc., databank.
Interest rates are Eurocurrency deposit rates for 1-,
3-, 6... and 12-rnonth, and 2-, 3-, 4-.and 5-year
maturities, taken from the Data Resources, Inc.,
databank.
(B) United Kil19c1om
Capital consumption at current replacement cost
for the personal sector is taken from the Central
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Statistical Office's National Income and Ex-
penditures, 1981 Edition (the Blue Book), an
annual series, and interpolated to quarterly figures.
Series for personal disposable income, consumer
expenditures and prices are taken from the Central
Statistical Office's.Monthly. Digest ofStatis-
tics, various issues. An annual population series
was obtained from the GSO'sNationallncome
and Expenditure, 1981 Edition, interpolated to
get quarterly series. Interest rates usedto construct
the term structure variables inclUded. the three-
month interbankrate, the gross redemption yield on
local authority one-year bonds, and the gross re-
demption yield on 5-, 10-, and 20-year gilts. These
interest rate datawerekindly provided by Mr. Paul
Temperton, EconomicsDivision, BankofEngland.(C) United States
Personal disposable income, consumer expendi-
ture series for durable and nondurable goods and
services, the personal consumption expenditure
price deflator, and its components, are taken from
the National Income and Product Accounts.
Interest rate data used to approximate the term
structure included the 3- and 6- month Treasurj bill
yields and the yields on constant maturity 1-,3-,5-,
10- and 20-yearTreasury bonds, available from the
Federal Reserve Bulletin. The benchmark stock of
consumer durables used to derive the service flow
from durable goods held by the household sector
was obtainedfrom the FlowofFundsAccounts.
(D) Canada
Data for personal disposable income, personal
expenditures on consumer and services goods (ser-
vices and nondurables), and price indices for per-
sonal expenditures on consumergoods and services
were .•obtained from the. National Income and
ExpenditureAccounts, Volume 2 (the quarterly
estimates 1947-1974), and quarterly issues of the
same publication. The population series came from
the. Canadian Statistical Review, various
issues. Canadian term structure ofinterest rate data
on Canadian Government securities: 3- and 6-
month Treasury bills, bonds of 1-3,3-5,5-10and
IO-years-and-over maturities were kindly provided
by the Bank ofCanada.
II. ConstructionoftheServiceFlowfrom DurableGoodsfortheU.S.
To accurately reflect total quarterly consumption
of durable goods, it is necessary to separate the
service flow derived from these goods in each peri-
od from total expenditures on durable goods in each
period. To do so requires a benchmark estimate of
the stock ofdurable goods held by households. This
stock was taken as the end of the year 1953 value
from the Flow ofFunds Accounts ofOctober 1981.
For the period 1954.1 to 1981.II we then solved the
following two equations:
DDt = .02761(EDt) + .21784(SDt-!)
SDt = .25(EDt - DDt) + SDt-!
where .
EDt = expenditure on durable goods in period t
SDt = the stock ofdurables in period t
DDt= the service flow from durables in period t
This methodology is that used in the Board ofGov-
en:wrs staff's quarterly econometric model. Per-
sonal consumption is then defined as expenditures
on nondurables and services plus the derived DD
variable.
III. Construction Quarterly Datafrom Annual Observations
Where interpolation is used to derive quarterly
series from annual observations, the method of
cubic splines interpolation was employed.
FOOTNOTES
1. There are several ways of formulating the simple inter-
temporal consumption problem. Two of the clearest pre-
sentations can be seen in J. M. Henderson and R. E.
Quandt, Microeconomic Theory, 2nd edition, pp. 293-
309, and E. F. Fama and M. H. Miller, The Theory of
Finance, Holt, Rinehart and Winston. The role ofdiscount-
ed prices in intertemporal consumption analysis is empha-
sized in Henderson and Quandt and in A. Deaton and J.
Muelbauer, Economics and Consumer Behavior, Cam-
bridge University Press, (1980).
2. An early attempt to estimate money illusion effects on
real consumption is W H. Branson and A. K. Klevorick,
"Money Illusion and the Aggregate Consumption Func-
tion," American Economic Review, (December 1969).
See also A. Deaton, "InVOluntary Saving Through Unantici-
pated Inflation," AmericanEconomicReview, (December
1977), and J. C. Townsend, "The Personal Saving Ratio,"
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Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, (March 1976). The
role of.the misperception of the price level on aggregate
demand is considered in a theoretical model by R. J. Barro,
"Rational Expectations and the Role of Monetary Policy,"
JOurnalofMonetary Economics, (1976).
3. See especially Deaton (1977), cited above, with respect
to the role ofinflation in causing confusion overtrue relative
price changes. With respect to the effect of uncertain real
income on consumption, see J. Dreze and F. Modigliani,
"Consumption Decisions Under Uncertainty," Journal of
Economic Theory, (December1972).
4. An illustration ofthe theoretical ambiguity in determining
alternative interest rate effects on consumption can be
seen in J. I. Bernstein and D. Fisher, "Consumption, the
Term Structure of Interest Rates and the Demand for
Money," Working Paper #1976-8, Concordia University.
See also Henderson and Quandt, cited above.5. See M. J. Boskin, "Taxation, Saving and the Rate of
Interest," Journal of Political Economy, (April 1978, Part
2), andW E. Weber, "Interest Rates, Inflation and Con-
sumer Expenditures," American Economic Review,
(December1975).
6. See Milton Friedman, A Theory of the Consumption
Function, Princeton University Press, (1956). A recent test
ofthe permanent income hypothesiswhich utilizesthe con-
cept of rational expectations is given in M. A. Flavin, "The
Adjustment of Consumption to Changing Expectations
About Future Income," Journai of Poiitical Economy,
(1981).
7. See M. R. Darby, "The Permanent Income Theory of
Consumption-A Restatement," Quarterly Journal of
Economics, (May 1974), and J. J. Seater, "On the Estima-
tion of Permanent Income," Journal of Money, Credit and
Banking, (February 1982).
8. H. R. Heller and M. S. Khan, "The Demand for Money
and the Term Structureof Interest Rate," Journal of Politi-
cal Economy, (February 1979).
9. Quarterly term structure of interest rate data were used
to estimate equation (10) for each quarterly sample period
over which the consumption function was to be estimated.
Data for the U.S. included yields on the three-month and
six-month Treasury bills and the constant maturity 1-, 3-, 5-,
10-, and 20-year government bonds. In the case of Ger-
many the term structure data were yields on 1-, 3-, and
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6-month and 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-year Eurocurrency deposit
rates from 1973.IVto1981.111. Datafor the U.K., suppliedby
the Bank of England, included the three-month interbank
rate, the gross redemption yield on local authority one-year
bonds, and the gross redemption yields on 5-, 10-, and
20-year gilts. While the U.K. data are not all yields on
government securities, they were suggested to be repre-
sentative marketyields forthegivenmaturities. ForCanada
yield data were for 3- and 6-month Treasury bills and gov-
ernment bond yields for 1-3-year, 3-5-year, 5-1O-year and
10-year-and-over maturities, provided by the Bank of
Canada.
10. The arguments for introducing the disaggregated
components of the general index of consumer prices in-
stead ofthe aggregate indexwere offered byA. Cukierman,
"Money Illusion and the Aggregate Consumption Function:
Comment," American Economic Review, (March 1972).
Cukierman argues that the "plim" of the money illusion
coefficient is dependent on the individual components of
the aggregate price index. J. van Daal argues that the
appearance of money illusion in macro consumption func-
tions may likely be due to aggregation bias. See J. van
Daal, "Money Illusion and Aggregation Bias," De Econ-
omist, (1980).
11. Both fitted series plotted in Chart 3 utilized the second
order autocorrelated error structure estimated for the U.S.
in Table I.